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Introduction: This paper reports results in a continuing study of published siderophile-element data for 
lunar rocks. The current emphasis is study of melt rocks thought to have been generated by the impacts that 
formed the largest lunar craters and the basins, to try to determine compositions of the impactors. This paper 
extends last year's study of lunar melt rocks [ I ]  by correcting the data for indigenous Ni, analyzing a much larger 
data set of lunar samples and meteorites, and evaluating effects of volatility of Au and Ge. The results support 
the conclusions of last year's study [ I  I -- the Apollo 16 impactors were IAB irons (or asteroids containing IAB iron), 
the Apollo 14  and 15 impactors were probably similar, and the Apollo 17 impactor was an EH chondrite. 

Data analysis: The elements examined are Ir, Au, Ni and Ge. The data are plotted on ternary diagrams, 
Au-Ni-lr and Ge-Ni-lr (Fig. I), after normalization to CI chondrites [2]. If the ratios of the plotted elements are the 
same in two rocks, the points will coincide on the ternaries, no matter what the abundances are. 

Using these plots, it is possible to evaluate the extent of redistribution of Au and Ge by volatility. Ir and 
Ni are relatively involatile, Au is somewhat volatile, and Ge is relatively volatile; redistribution of Ge and, to a lesser 
extent Au, might have occurred during the high-temperature impacts that formed the melt rocks. In a set of 
analyses of samples in which the siderophile component was initially the same but the volatile element was 
redistributed, the data points will spread along a line radiating from the apex for the redistributed element. 

Ir, Ge and Au in the melt rocks come almost entirely from meteoritic sources, but appreciable Ni comes 
from indigenous sources. All lunar data herein are corrected for indigenous Ni. For Apollo 16, the correction used 
is 50  ppm [3] (this correction is probably slightly too high). For all other lunar data, the correction used is 15 ppm 
(derived from the Ni content of pristine Mg-suite norites). Variations in the correction will displace the points along 
lines radiating from the Ni apices on Fig. 1, so that effects of varying the correction are easily visualized. 

Apollo 16: Au-Ni-lr plots (Figs. I c,e) show 1 16 analyses of 4 4  samples of Groups 1 F, 2DB. and 2NR [31 
and 4 analyses of 6481 5 (1  0 3  analyses by Korotev i3.41 and 17 by others [5-131). Au loss is shown by 9 Group 
1 F analyses (Fig. I c ) .  If the 9 samples showing Au loss are deleted, the remaining data points cluster tightly (Fig. 
le),  suggesting that most samples have experienced only slight redistribution of Au (the alternative, that all 
experienced exactly the same proportional Au redistribution, is unlikely). Comparisons with meteorites (Fig. I b,e) 
indicate that the Apollo 16  cluster coincides with the compositions of two  subgroups of irons, Ir-rich IIICD's and 
Au-rich IAB's (the Au-rich IAB irons whose compositions coincide with the Apollo 16 cluster are marked by X's 
on Fig. 1a.b and their field is outlined on Fig. 1d.g); the Apollo 16 cluster is significantly displaced from all other 
groups of meteorites (except perhaps EH chondrites). The Ge-Ni-lr plot (Fig. I d )  shows 11  analyses of 8 samples 
[8-131 of the same groups. The Group I F  analyses show low Ge relative to the others; three of these are from 
rocks that show Au loss on Fig. I c ,  so they have probably lost Ge. The other Apollo 16  samples define a 
compositional field that overlaps the field of the Au-rich IAB's. These comparisons reinforce the conclusion [ I ]  
that the siderophile component in the Apollo 16 melt rocks is the same as that in some IAB irons. 

Apollo 74and 15: The sparse data on melt rocks from these missions are shown on Figs. Id,e,f. Sample 
15445plots, on both types of ternary (8 on Figs. Id,e,f), at the high-Ni edge of the cluster of Apollo 16 analyses, 
favoring a siderophile component like that in the Apollo 16 rocks. Analyses of other Apollo 15 melt rocks scatter 
(Fig. I f ) .  The Apollo 1 4  data (Fig. I f )  indicate extensive redistribution of Au; the locus of the points is consistent 
with an original siderophile component like that in the Apollo 15 and 16 melt rocks. 

Apollo 77: Figures l g  and h show analyses of 27 poikilitic and aphanitic melt rocks (1 1 ,I 2,18-211 
(Boulder 1, Station 2 samples excluded). Two samples (C, Figs. 1g.h) show chondrite contamination (probably 
clasts or glass coat). The rest fall into two  groups on the Au-Ni-lr plot (Fig. I h). The main group is a cluster of 
18 samples ( 0  on Figs. Ig,h); the other group consists of 7 samples, mostly from the Station 6 boulder, having 
higher Nillr (X on Figs. Ig,h). The tight clustering of points on Fig. I h  indicates that there has been no 
redistribution of Au, except in 2 samples of the high Nillr group; on the Ge-Ni-lr plot (Fig. l g ) ,  the points spread 
along lines radiating from the Ge apex, suggesting redistribution of Gein both groups. Comparisons with meteorites 
(Fig. la,b,g,h) indicate that the field for the main group overlaps the EH-chondrite field on both types of ternary; 
a slight increase in the correction for indigenous Ni would make the correspondence even closer. Rocks of the 
high-Nillr group are thought to have formed in the same impact as the main group 118, 22-251, so the differences 
in Nillr could indicate either compositional variation in the lunar target or heterogeneity in the impacting body. 

Conclusions: The melt rocks discussed herein are most simply interpreted as two-component mixes of 
siderophile-element-poor lunar endogenous rocks and siderophile-element-rich meteorites. The meteoritic 
contaminant could be from the body whose impact produced the melt, or it could be the remnant of earlier 
impacting bodies incorporated into earlier-formed breccias andlor melt rocks that were part of the protolith of the 
latest impact melt. Because the clast suites in many of these impact melts are dominated by pristine rocks [23], 
the former alternative is the most likely. The simplest and most likely explanation of the data is that the impacting 
bodies that formed the Apollo 16  melt rocks of Groups 1 F, 2DB, and 2NR were IAB irons or asteroids containing 
IAB iron, the impacting body(s) that formed the Apollo 1 4  and 15 melt rocks were probably also IAB irons or 
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asteroids containing IAB iron, and the impacting body that formed the Apollo 17 melt rocks was an EH chondrite. 
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Figure 1. Chondrite-normalized 
siderophile-element data for lunar 
melt rocks and meteorites. a) Ge-Ni- 
Ir plot for iron meteorites, Ir-rich 
main-group pallasites. IAB iron data 
labeled as follows: A,Biron fraction; 
a,b-silicate inclusions; X-Au-rich irons 
that plot in same locus as Apollo 16  
melt rocks on Au-Ni-lr plot b. b) Au- 
Ni-lr plot for same meteorites as in a. 
Symbols as in a. c) Au-Ni-lr plot, 
Apollo I 6  Group 1F[3]. F-main 
cluster; 0-data showing Au loss. d) 

Ge APOLLO 17, CHONDRITES & IRONS I' AIJ APOLLO 17, CHONDRITES & IAB I' Ge-Ni-lr plot for chondrites, Ir-rich 
main-group pallasites, Ir-rich lllCD irons, Au-rich IAB irons (X on arb), Apollo 16  melt rocks, and 15445. Symbols are: 
F =  1F[31; d = 2DB[3]; n = 2NR[3]; l = 15445t141; U =64815[8,131. e) Au-Ni-lr plot for chondrites, all IAB irons, Apollo 
16 melt rocks (excluding samples that show Au loss) and 15445. Symbols as in d. f) Au-Ni-lr plot for chondrites, all IAB 
irons, and melt rocks from Apollo 1 4  ( 0  [16,171) and 15  ( a  and X [14,151). g) Ge-Ni-lr plot for Apollo 17 melt rocks 
(excluding samples from Boulder 1, Station 2)  and meteorites (fields same as in dl. 0 =main group; X =  high Nillr; 
C = chondrite-contaminated. h) Au-Ni-lr plot for same samples as in g. Symbols as in g. 
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